THE SIGNATRY MINISTRY SERVICES

Asset-Based Gift Referral Language
Option 1:

Are you interested in expanding the impact of your generosity? Imagine meeting needs, accelerating work,
and solving problems.
David wrote in Psalm 24:1 that “The earth is the Lord’s and everything in it…”. The desire to be generous
can extend beyond the checkbook to all that God has entrusted to your stewardship.
Would you like to learn more about giving beyond your checkbook? The Signatry is our trusted partner in
working with our donors on asset-based gifts. Through innovative charitable strategies, The Signatry may
be able to help you discover ways to maximize your resources for generosity. They specialize in facilitating
gifts of business interests, real estate, oil and gas interests, and others.

Option 2:

Your partnership and generosity are what make this work possible. Let’s do more together.
We want to introduce The Signatry to you as a trusted partner in charitable strategy. Your generosity can
go even further by giving assets beyond cash, and The Signatry brings the expertise to do so.
The Signatry specializes in generosity through assets such as real estate, business gifts, and oil and gas
interests. Giving through assets like these may allow you to expand the impact of your generosity. Do you
want to learn more? Contact us and we will make an introduction, or you may contact The Signatry directly
at www.thesignatry.com. Be sure to tell them we referred you.

Option 3:

Don’t just leave a legacy, live a legacy now.
Too often, generosity waits for a planned gift, but we want to help your generosity thrive now. There is an
incredible opportunity to live out your values now and begin building a legacy by giving from all resources.
Our ministry wants to be sure you know about these key charitable strategies.
The average American’s wealth is held primarily in assets such as appreciated real estate, investments, and
privately held business interests. However, most giving comes from cash. We can help you understand how
to change that and utilize all that God has entrusted to you.
Whether you hold business interest, real estate investments, or other assets, these can be incredible ways
to live generously and build a legacy now. Live your legacy now by accelerating generosity toward causes
you care about the most. Our friends at The Signatry specialize in these asset-based gifts, and they can
help you find ways to be generous with all that God has entrusted to you. For more information, contact us,
or The Signatry directly. Be sure to tell them we referred you.

Option 4:

Generosity opportunities extend beyond the checkbook. Have you considered gifts of publicly traded
securities, real estate, business interests, or other appreciated assets? There are many opportunities to
give more efficiently. We work with The Signatry who specializes in asset-based gifts. Want to learn more?
Contact us or connect directly with The Signatry.
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